Filling of High-Concentration Monoclonal Antibody Formulations: Investigating Underlying Mechanisms That Affect Precision of Low-Volume Fill by Peristaltic Pump.
Filling of high-concentration/viscosity monoclonal antibody formulations into vials or syringes by peristaltic pumps is an industrial standard. Control of the peristaltic pump on fill weight/volume accuracy/precision over time, however, has not been fully disclosed in the literature. This study systematically evaluated the impact of a broad range of system/pump parameters, from tubing setup to pump parameter settings to the filling nozzle, on filling precision using a bench-top system with fill weight readings from a high-precision balance. A low fill volume of 0.3 mL was targeted to fill liquids of various viscosities (including a high-concentration monoclonal antibody formulation). Fill weight precision was reported via percent of fill weight data points (at least 100 consecutive points) falling within 3% of the target fill weight (e.g., within 0.009 g for a 0.3 g target fill weight). Experimental results suggested that the 3% precision target is challenging for filling high-viscosity liquids due to run-to-run and day-to-day variability. More importantly, none of the system/pump parameters seemed to directly correlate with fill weight precision. Photograph analysis revealed liquid suck-back height variations during fill, which correlated well with fill weight variability. Suck-back height variation was attributed to two possible root causes: (1) inconsistent liquid stream separation point at the end of fill and (2) pressure-induced variations upon suck-back. Liquid stream break-up was influenced by liquid properties as well as liquid/nozzle interactions, and pressure variations might be associated with tubing and overall mechanism of the peristaltic pump. A custom nozzle tip design featuring a hydrophobic tip and a pressure-resistance barrier enabled consistent suck-back heights for each fill and approximately 90% of fill weight data within 3% precision for a high-concentration monoclonal antibody formulation. Vial and syringe filling by peristaltic pump is considered a well-established manufacturing process and has been implemented by numerous contract manufacturing organizations and biopharmaceutical companies. However, its technical details and associated critical process parameters on fill weight precision are rarely published. Such information on high-concentration/viscosity formulation filling is particularly lacking. This study aimed to identify critical filling parameters that dictate a tight control on fill weight precision. The findings of this study indicate that mitigating suck-back height variation is the key to achieving improved fill weight precision. Liquid properties, the influence of liquid/nozzle interactions, and pressure variations during suck-back are inherent to fill weight variations. Optimizing fill weight precision by manipulating pump system parameters is not a root-cause solution. The outcomes of this study will benefit scientists and engineers who develop pre-filled syringe/vial products by providing a better understanding of high-concentration formulation filling principles and challenges.